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Is there a cycle? If so, where are we in it? Analyze recent experience, forecast
where the industry is heading over the next few years. What will a federal program
do to the cycle?

MR. JOHN P. COOKSON: Most health actuaries have heard presentations or seen
information about the health underwriting cycle. In recent years it has been studied
by a number of organizations. Some say it is coincidence,others say it is dead. We
will discussthe history of this phenomenonand many of the issuesrelated to it.

BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD EXPERIENCE

Charts 1 and 2 show the annual history and the cumulativethree-year gain and loss
historiesof the Blue Cross/BlueShieldplans. In orderto test the hypothesisof
whether the history of underwriting gainsand losses is representativeof a regular
mathematical cycle, we analyzedthe reported BlueCross/BlueShieldresultsfor the
past 30-plus years. To accomplishthiswe calculatedthe mean of each of the three
separate up-cycle and three separate down-cycle years. We then calculatedthe
standard deviationof the actual resultsaroundthose means and then developed the
95% confidencelevels, plotted them over time, and then plotted the actual results
within those 95% confidence levels alongwith the mean (which is the center of the
three wavy lines in Chart 3). The interesting results of this analysisare that it actually
produces a very good model, at least from a historical perspective. Out of the 33
years of experience, only one year, 1963, is outside the plus or minus 95% confi-
dence limits. On average, you would expect that about two points out of 33 would
fall outside the range. If you look at how the points fit, obviously there are some
fluctuations during the period, but in general they maintain a good fit within these
sinusoidalpatterns.

The analysis up to now has been based on the underwriting gain and loss. Chart 4
shows the same analysis for the net gain or loss which includes investment income.
We see exactly the same pattern within the plus or minus 95% confidence levels.
Every year but one is within the bands. Again, the exception is 1963. In both
Charts 3 and 4 you'll note, in looking at the underwriting results in the last two up
cycles - 1984-86 and 1990-92 - and even with investment income the last period
(1990-92), gains have not returned to historical levels as a percentage of premium.
Therefore, the last period was depressed, although still within the confidence levels,
relative to the average net gains in prior up cycles.

The graphs almost look like the plot of some chemical reaction or other natural
phenomenon producing a regularity of the cycles. However, if you really think about
what the health insurance financial results represent, the result is a business.

* Mr. Mooney, not a member of the Society, is Vice President of Underwriting
at United Health Care Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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CHART 3

Blue Cross/Blue Shield Underwriting Gain/Loss and Confidence
Limits Under Six-Year-Cycle Assumption
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We appear to have a regularbusinesscycle. It representsa sector of the economy.
It's one major sectorof the gross domesticproduct,now approaching14% in total.
But it's not realisticto expect this kind of regularitybecause there's no law of nature,
per se, that can produce these kindsof consistentbusinessresults.

Even though the BlueCross segment is only a portionof the total health care sector,
it does representa businesscycle for that portion. If you look at similarresultsor
similartypes of resultsfrom the commercialinsurancesector, you'll see a very similar
pattem in terms of ups and downs in underwritinggainsor in lossratios. I'll have an
example lateron that will show the lossratios of the commercial industry versusthe
Blue Cross/BlueShieldunderwriting gainsand losses.

BUSINESS CYCLE

What is a business cycle? The following is a definition proposed by Arthur Burns and
Leslie Mitchell in 1946 which expanded on earlier definitions going back even into the
early 1900s. Basically, business cycles "are a type of fluctuation found in aggregate
economic activity of nations that organize their work mainly in business enterprises:
cycle consists of expansions occurring at about the same time in many economic
activities, followed by similarly general recessions, contractions, and revivals which
merge into the expansion phase of the next cycle." I think that certainly fits what
we've seen in the health care underwriting cycle.

"This sequence of changes is recurrent, but not periodic." Now, that's somewhat
different than what we've seen in the Blue Cross/Blue Shield underwriting cycle
because it appears to be periodic or has appeared historically (up to 1992} to be
periodic. I don't think we necessarily should expect that this periodicity should be
continued into the future. "Duration, business cycles vary from more than one year
to ten or twelve years;" so they are varying in duration in the general business cycles.
"They are not divisible into shorter cycles of similar character with amplitudes
approximately their own."

There's one other definition worth looking at - the definition of a growth cycle, which
is a fluctuation around the long run trend or trend-edjusted business cycle. We can
look at some of the examples that I'll show in terms of the deviations around their
long-term trend. Growth cycles occur sooner and more frequently than business
cycles. A number of variables are monitored in general economic activity that
represent business cycles or are represented as part of the overall business cycle.
Corporate prof'_s is an example, which is analogous to underwriting gains or net gains
or losses. Other examples include stock prices and many different sectors - the auto
sector, the electronic sector, the real estate sector. Some of these examples have
shorter durations and some have longerdurations in their cycles. For example, the
real estate sector has been known to have a longer cycle. Then some are even
countercyclic to the normal cycle.

What we want to do for perspective is look at some of these other examples. Chart
5 shows the growth rate of the gross domestic product (GDP) from 1961 through
the second quarter of 1993 on a quarterly basis and is compared to the year earlier.
This is the real growth rate, net of inflation, compared to one year earlier. Obviously,
you can see the many ups and downs. In this period, you will notice the recessions
or the real downtums in the overall business cycle by the decline in the 1969-70
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period that dips below zero (negative growth), the 1974-75 recession, the 1980
recession, which was very short, and then followed very quickly by the 1982
recession and, again, the recession in 1990 and early 1991.

CHART 5
Gross Domestic Product

Increase From Prior Year-By Quarter
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From a slightly different perspective, we can look at that growth cycle for the GDP
(Chart 6) by alsoplottingthe average growth duringthis period,which is represented
by the center line. You see many more growth recessionsor economic declines
relative to the averagegrowth rate duringthis periodof time. Some of them are very
short lived, othersare a little longerand some eventuallygrow into an overall
recession. An interestingfact is that many of these periodsof decline, particularlyin
comparisonto the averagegrowth rate, will correspondto many of the underwriting
downturns in the BlueCross/BlueShieldfinancialresults.

Forexample, the growth recessionin 1962-63 correspondsto a gain-and-losscycle in
1962-64. The 1969-70 GDP downturn correspondsto a down cycle in 1968- 70.
There is a GDPdeclinein 1973-75 that correspondsto the 1974-76 down cycle.
The 1980-82 periodboth correspond. There's also a slightdip in 1986 that corre-
spondsto a 1986-88 down cycle. However, there's no down underwritingcycle that
correspondsto the 1989-91 recession.

One variablethat we are studying- and we are usingthis factor in trying to do some
analysisof underlyingtrends - is personalincome. We believewe may have found
some relationshipsbetween personalincomegrowth and underlyinghealth care
trends. We're trying to see what implicationsthat might have in future forecasts and
in terms of the underwritingcycle per se.
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CHART 6
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Personal income growth is shown in Chart 7 and it is somewhat smoother, obviously
much more clear in terms of the declines, and a little easier to follow than the GDP.
In comparison to its average, it does not provide a much different perspective than
GDP. There are no additional growth cycle declines, in fact there's one in the late
1980s that does comedown and touch the average growth rate, but does not go
below the average growth rate.

One additionalbusinesscycleexample is inflationas measured by the consumer price
index (CPI) trend on a 12-month movingaverage basis (Chart 8). Again, we see
severalpeaks, with much higherlevelsin the 1970s, followed by a significant
downturn in the eady 1980s, and a much more moderate inflation rate sincethat
time.

Now let's return to the underwritingcycle and talk about some of the issuesand
theories involved. One issuethat I haven't seen discussedor written about much is
the implicationsof the underwritingcycle on risk-basedcapital (RBC). If you have
regularperiods of cumulativelossesgoing throughseveralyears, and if that's likelyto
continueinto the future, I thinkthat should be one considerationin determining RBC
requirements. Up to this point, I have not seen much done with that issue.

THEORIESOF UNDERWRmNG CYCLE

There are a number of theoriesproposedabout what causesthe underwritingcycle.
There has been some related researchsponsoredby the Health InsuranceAssociation
of America. The Blue Cross/BlueShieldsystem has alsoexaminedthis issue and tried
to educatetheir members about the underwritingcycle. They've studiedall the plan
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experience and tried to identify characteristicsof different plans that have different
impacts under the underwritingcycle.

CHART 7

Trend in PersonalIncome LessTransferPayments
Relativeto the Average
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One of the theories is that the underwriting gain-and-loss cycle is caused by changes
in the supply of insurance; the demand is relatively inelastic, but the supply can
change dramatically. In other words, in periods of high profits, more players come
into the market; they are not necessarily new players, but companies may expand
into the small group market or they may expand into the large group market. There's
just more capacity made available which then bids the profits down as people
compete for market share. Then as the results turn around, people withdraw from
the market, creating tighter conditions and a different set of pricing circumstances.

The second proposed theory has to do with industry pricing practices and lags in
recognizingchangesin their underlyingcost structure. There is some reason to
believethat this has somethingto do with at least some of the cycles. This results
from the lags in recognizing,and in implementingtrend changes, and the fact that
many rates are guaranteedfor 12 monthsor more. Also, the Blueshave a lot of
regulatoryrequirementsin some states that may affect how quickly they can react to
changesin the environment.

A third theory relates to external factors. Peoplebelieve external factors such as the
oil shocks or other phenomenonmay affect what happens in the underwritingcycle.

COMMERCIAL CARRIERSEXPERIENCE

It is not only the Bluesthat have been subjectto this cycle. Chart 9 shows a graph
from 1965-90 of the commercial insurancecompany lossratios relativeto the Blue
Cross/BlueShieldunderwriting gainsand losses. The underwritinggainsand losses
are plotted on the left scale and the right scale represents the loss ratios for the
commercial insuranceindustry. Obviouslythere'san inverserelationship,when the
commercial loss ratiosare high,the Blues areshowing the underwritinglosses. When
the commercial lossratios improve, the Bluesare showing, in general, the under-
writing gain portion of their cycle. So there's a close correspondenceof the timing of
the financialresultsas measured between these two sectors.

SPECIFICCARRIERVARIATIONS

I'll also show severalexamples of specific BlueCross/BlueShieldplansand how they
may differ from the overall average. Evenso, it's the overall averageof all the Blue
Cross planscombined that determinethe cycle that we've examinedup to this point.
Each plan is different, although in general,they tend to follow similarpattems. In
some cases they're more volatile than the averageand in other casesthey're less
volatile. This first example in Chart 10 is a medium-sizedBlue Cross/BlueShieldplan.
Its experience has obviouslybeen more volatilethan average with largerlossesduring
the loss periods offset by largergainsduringthe gain periods, which would be
necessary in orderto survive. Towards the end of the period the resultshave come
back closer together.

The second Blue Cross/BlueShieldplan (Chart 11 ) is obviouslysomewhat more
volatile and certainlyhad a much tougher time in the 1986-87 downturn than the
overall Blue Cress/BlueShield average. However, the patterns are still fairly similar in
terms of the timing of the overallcycles. The third example (Chart 12) is a much
smallerplan, very volatile, and subject to a lot more fluctuationsthan the overall
average. It's reallythe combinationof how all such plansare affected that results in
the overall cycle that we've seen.
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CHART 9

Blue Cross/Blue Shield Underwriting Gain/Loss versus
Commercial Loss Ratio
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CHART 11
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NET GAIN/LOSS AND OTHER ISSUES

Up to this point, we've examined mostly underwritinggainsand losses. One thing
we all recognizeis that that's not the bottom line. The bottom line has investment

income that needs to be considered. When we take into accountthe net gain or
loss, which includesinvestmentincome, obviouslythe Blues in comparisonto overall
gains and losseshave much fewer and smaller lossesoverall and much largergains
overall than representedpurelyby their underwriting gainsand losses.

However, just lookingat net gain or lossper se isn't enoughto deducewhat we
should be expectingsincethere's a need for a net gainjust to grow and maintain
relative surpluslevels. Chart 13 is the set of Bluesnet gains and lossesversus a
target gain or loss, which is based on a two-month surplusand a 10% annual growth
rate. This requiresan averagegain of about 1.5% of revenue to maintain the two
months of surplus. This lookssimilarto the underwriting gain-or-lossgraph around
zero, but shifted up to reflect the requiredgain or loss and the nat investment income.

CHART 13
BlueCross/BlueShieldNet Gain/loss versus

Target Gain/Loss
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One additionalfactor is that since the late 1980s, the Blueshave been subject to
federal incometax. In effect, and it's not shown here, those plans that have been
successfuland have been experiencingpositivegainshave been paying a portion of
the gainsover time in taxes after an allowed buildupof surplusby the federal
government. To account for taxes, if for example the effective tax rate is 25%, this
impliesthat the 1.5% target gain that I talked about to maintain the two-month
surplus then requiresa 2% net gain before incometax. Dependingon the particular
tax situation, the plansneed a higher expected return since the impositionof federal
income tax.
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Next, I want to examine the process a little bit more deliberately. We're talking about
underwriting gain and loss. It's a fairly simple process. It's represented by premiums
minus claims and minus expenses. The net is the underwriting gain or loss.
Obviously, I've hinted about the relationship between premiums and claims or
premium trends and claim trends. They're obviously the two most important issues
or the two most important factors in this equation.

Expenses in proportion, at least for the Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans, are relatively
small, although they have not been insignificant in contributing to the underwriting
cycle. This is particularly true in the late 1980s downturn, when many carriers and
Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans were actively pursuing alternative delivery systems, HMO
development, and PPO development. There was an expense explosion in the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield system and that certainly did help contribute to the underwriting
losses during that time period.

All other things being equal, the expense is probably the least important issue or the
least important item in this equation. It's the relationship between premiums and
claims that is most important in determining the underwriting results. Chart 14
shows an example of an historical comparison of some underlying health care trends
under the health insurance trend model (HITM) which we have developed. It
measures the underlying health care trends in the economy for the non-Medicare
population. It does not include adverse selection and it actually reflects the revenues
that providers are getting from the non-Medicare population on a per capita basis.
We call it the underlying force of trend. I believe this example is adjusted to a $250
deductible.

The second line, the later line, is a representation of the Employment Cost Index for
health insurance premiums that was published by data resources incorporated (DRI),
several years ago. It came out of some work they were doing for the Bureau of
Labor Statistics which publishes the Employment Cost Index monthly. The Employ-
ment Cost Index measures the cost of wage increases and benefit increases. They
do not generally split out the health care component of that, but DRI was doing some
work for the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and had gotten some of the subcomponents
and published this chart.

In fact, it was DRIs intent to publish this regularly, but the Bureau of Labor Statistics
told them they couldn't do it. This is the only example that has been published of
this, and there hasn't been anything since that time. What you can see is a represen-
tation of what's happened to employer health costs during this period and the lag
between what we're measuring as the underlying health care cost trends and the
"premium" trends. Obviously, there's no perfect correlation between them, and
benefit changes are going on and employee premiums are changing. There are a
number of factors operating here, so it's not the absolute precise relationship that
we're concerned about. We're looking at the timing issues and the relative magni-
tudes of the changes that I think are important in understanding this relationship.

If we shift this time frame on the health trends (Chart 15), obviously these trends
appear to be a leading indicator of what's happened to employer costs.
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CHART 14

Health Insurance Trend Model versus Employer Health Cost Trends (DRI)
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If we lag the HITM by 21 months, we see a remarkable correspondence between
what we measure in the underlying force of trends for the non-Medicare population
and what the Bureau of Labor Statistics has measured as employer health costs in the
Employment Cost Index. There is a 21-month lag between the two.

We have to go beyond the underwriting gains and losses and add the impact of
investment income to the equation because it contributes to the net gain or loss.
This adds some additional complexity to understanding the relationship because
investment income is a function of inflation. It's also a function of investment mix
and duration, the amount of invested assets; this can be affected by some of the
other variables - the premiums, claims, and expenses. If we're having underwriting
gains, more money will be available for net investment income, If inflation is going
up, pushing claims up, interest rates will be going up. If you're holding long-term
bonds, you may incur capital losses. Those factors all need to be taken into account
in terms of adding the implications to this equation. The last item to add is the
income tax, which also is a function of the net results plus the effects of carry-
forwards and carrybecks that may complicate the analysis even further.

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Beyond these primary items, there have been a number of external factors over the
years that have affected the underwriting cycles. What I've done is highlighted a
number of them in each of the three-year periods since 1965 just to point out
highlights that may add some perspective to you in considering what's happened at
different points in time. In the 1965-67 period, Medicare was introduced. Prior to
this, the Blue Cross/Blue Shield system was primarily community rated and had a lot
of retired employees on their rolls under community rates. Obviously, the demo-
graphics of the over-65 group resulted in costs much higher than average. When
these people were moved to the Medicare rolls, the financial results of the Blue
Cross/Blue Shield system improved dramatically during that time because of the
removal of the high-cost beneficiaries from their insurance rolls. That period also was
characterized by low and stable inflation.

During the immediately succeeding period (1968-70), we had the Vietnam War
inflation, the income tax surtax and a recession. As a result of the Medicare program,
usual, customary and reasonable (UCR) and semiprivate hospital coverage became
much more common than they had been prior to that time. Prior to that time, many
of the Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans had scheduled programs for their physician and
inside room and board limits, and other limits on their hospital coverage. We also had
a maturing health insurance market during this period. In the 1971-73 period, we had
the wage and price controls resulting in low inflation - at least temporarily. In fact, if
you'll notice, and you can go back and look at the graphs, the inflation rates were
already coming down when the wage and price controls were imposed. We next
move to the 1974-76 period with the removal of wage and price controls, and the
health care sector was one of the last sectors removed, so inflation was already
moving up rapidly in the other sectors when it was taken off the health care sector
and we had the highest trends in history in health care during that period. We had
recession and high unemployment rates and we had the oil shock all mixed together.

In the 1977-79 period, we had declining inflation rates from the very high levels of
the immediately preceding period, and we also had a voluntary cost restraint program
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on the hospitals by the Carter administration. In fact, at the end of the period, they
had triad to pass legislation requiring restraint. The legislation was not passed and we
had another bout of hospital inflation in the early 1980s. In addition, in the early
1980s, we also had the second oil shock, double-digit inflation, recession, and high
unemployment.

If we go to the next period, 1983-85, again lower inflation took over, end significant
changes in health benefits were implemented during that period. We saw a lot of
movement. A lot of the Blue Cross plans had full-service plans prior to that time.
Many of them for the first time developed comprehensive major medical coverage
with front-end deductibles and copayments. We had significant reductions in
inpatient utilization coincident with the implementation of Medicare diagnostic-related
groups (DRGs), peer review organizations (PROs),and strong economic growth.

During the next period, 1986-88, we saw significant cost shifting as Medicare cut
back its reimbursements. Also many other payers were negotiating contracts with
providers and negotiating their own deals to avoid cost shifting by the federal
government; we had the aggressive development of HMOs and PPOs. I think we
had some complacency in the insurance industry from the low trends experience in
1983-85, some unrealistic pricing of utilization review programs as to what the
potential implicationswould be and, as I mentioned before, significantdevelopment
expensesassociated with all of this developmentand adverseselectiongoing on from
multipleoption programsthat were also beingdevelopedduring this period of time.

In the 1989-91 period, we saw continued moderate inflation,consolidationof the
market, and further increasesin managed care. For 1992 and beyond, or at least up
to this point, we've had a continued declinein trends. We have the issue of health
care reform looming,the jaw boning by politicianson providers,particularlyas
manifested in the drug sector, and I think, to a largeextent, favorable impact on
insurersfrom the implementationof resource-basedrelativevalue schedule(RBRVS),
by Medicare.

One other factor in 1992, as far as the Blue Cross/BlueShieldplansare concerned,
(actuallythis later period started in 1990 or so), was that Fred Cue, financialsenior
vice-presidentof the Blue CrossAssociation,became very interestedin the underwrit-
ing cycle and made a concerted effort to educate the plans. Fred Cue died in early
1993, but he made a significanteffort to educate the plansabout their history in the
underwriting cycle, to do studiesof all the plans, to arraythem, and to try to
understand the various factors that affect the different plans. For example, manage-
ment style was one of the big factors that tended to distinguishthose who had low
volatility in their underwritinggains and lossesfrom those that had highvolatility.

Other factors includedthe regulatoryenvironmentthat a BlueCross/BlueShield plan
may operate in, and the providercontracts and how good their providercontracts
were in immunizingthem from some of the swingsover time, and size. I think
market penetrationmay alsohave playeda role in some of the results. There's a lot
more understandingwithin the Blue Cross/BlueShield system now about what had
been going on for the past 30 years. I think they would say they're trying to deal
with this situationand have been successfulso far. The year 1992 had a gain that
violated the cycle for the first time since 1965. This should have been a loss under
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the classic three-year-gain/three-year-loss scenario and it would have been the first
year of an underwriting loss, but continued to show an underwriting gain and the
financial results so far for 1993 are very positive.

TRENDS VERSUS UNDERWRmNG CYCLE
There are a coupleof other issuesthat I think might be worth considering,and they're
related to trends and how the trends interactwith the underwriting cycle. I men-
tioned one of theseearlier,which is the personalincomeless transfer payments. In
some of the researchwe're doing to try to understandwhy the trends have been
moderating and continueto moderate in the last coupleof years, we've related
personalincometrends to trends in the underlyingrate of health care costs. Again,
we're usingthe HITM for the non-Medicare populationthat is in Chart 16.

CHART 16

PersonalIncome Less TransferPayments Lagged Four
Years versus HITM
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It's been accepted for some time that personalincome and health care spendingare
highly correlated variables. If you look at the data from countries in the Organization
For EconomicDevelopment,and plot the results in equivalent U.S. dollarsof total
GDP or total health care spendingper capita, there's a clear upward trend between
the overall GDP or personal incomeversusthe amount of money spent on health care
costs. Over time, that pattem continues. I never would have expected the kind of
precisetiming relationshipthat appearsto occur.

The lagsthat have been proposedin othereconomic studiesare generallythree to
four years. What I have done here is to lag the personalincome by four years relative
to the HITM and there's closecorrespondenceduringthis period, except for the
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1986-87 years. Obviously personal income isn't the only variable that affects health
care trends. During that period (1986-87), one thing is obvious. In our models and in
developing our forecasts we have what we call a cost-shift variable that considers the
Medicare payment increases to hospitals and compares them to the overall hospital
revenue requirements or cost requirements.

If the differential is positive, then it's favorable and Medicare would be reducing the
required revenue needs of hospitals from other payers. If Medicare is paying less than
the rate of increase of overall hospital costs, then the hospitals have to charge more
to the non-Medicare payers. During this time, particularly 1985, 1986 and 1987, we
saw significantcost shifting goingon by Medicare. When we build our models, we'll
be taking this factor into account.

I'm not sure if I pointedout that both of thesevariables (personalincomeand HITM)
are net of inflation. Inflationhas been taken out, overallaverage CPI has been
removed from the trend model data, and the personal incomeis net of inflation also.
These are just pure net growth changes. The interesting implicationof this is,
because we've got a four-year lag on personalincome, what does that imply about
future trends. If this relationshipcontinuesto hold and none of the other factors
come in and compensate for this, we're likelyto see a continued moderationof the
underlying real rates of health care trend.

We're inthe processof trying to study this in more detail, and actuallywhat I would
liketo get is disposableincome and not just personalincome, becausethe tax
changesthat occurred in the 1980s may have some effect on thesevariables,
presentinga slightlydifferent lighton this.

The last item that I would liketo present is one more item relatedto inflationand the
underwritingcycle. Chart 17 representsa graphof the BlueCross/BlueShield
underwriting gainsand lossesas a percentageof premium versus a two-year change
in the medical CPI.

Obviously, if I had the HITM data back to the early 1960s, I'd use the trend model in
lieu of the medical CPI;but I think the CPI is good enoughto illustratefor these
purposes. What you'll find is we examined the two-year change in the medical CPI.
If the medical CPI increasetwo yearsago was 8% and this year it's 10%, it's a 2%
increase in the rate of medicalinflation. In the 1965-66 period, we see no relation-
ship at all and I think that's easily explainedby what happened with Medicare pulling
the Medicare enrollees out of the Blue Cross/Blue Shield system. This resulted in
underwriting gains.

Since that time, though, you can see a significant correspondence between the two-
year change in the medical CPI and the underwriting cycle. When the medical CPI
was going down, the underwriting gains were going up. When the medical CPI was
going up, the underwriting gains were going down. We used a two-year lag because
of the lag between premiums and trends, similar to the lag relationship that we looked
at earlier. In the CPI change, we've seensome fairly significant swings, generally plus
or minus 3% or more, until we get to 1988.
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CHART 17

Medical CPI versus Underwriting Cycle
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The recent experience is the point at which the traditional cycle appears to have been
broken. Although the medical CPI began to decrease during this period, it decreased
only for a short period of time. It was actually relatively stable from 1985-90 with
only a couple of point swings, which were relatively modest compared to historical
standards. We also see that since 1989, the change has continued to drop off. I
think that's a big part of what's happening to the favorable financial results that have
occurred in 1992 and so far in 1993.

MR. MICHAEL MOONEY: I'm going to present a little bit different perspective on this
so-called underwriting or pricing cycle. Essenlially I'm going to go through the primary
components of a presentation that United Health Care, a publicly held managed care
company, has used with our investment community over approximately the last five
years.

John commented that he was interestedin the whole issueof RBC and in some

ways this may be a reactionto that. United Health Care is a company that, for those
of you who don't know much about it, has gone from being a little known Minneap-
olis managed care company to more of a regionalor a nationalmanaged care
company in the last t"_/eor six years. It has been extremely successfulin terms of
acquiringother companies,other HMOs. It has been successfulwith the investment
community as well. The stock price, as I recall, in early 1988 was something like $4,
and it's now the equivalent of $140, so it has been extremelysuccessfulin that
respect. We've been very sensitive over the years to our investors' concernand I
guess I can't overemphasizehow much of a concernof theirs it is that we not
experience this so-calledunderwritingor pricingcycle. Literally,every year or two, the
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investment community gets real worried about prices getting more competitive and
consequently their return on investment from United Health Care being sacrificed.

I'm going to go through thoughts that we've shared with our investors. We did an
extensive analysis of the underwriting cycle in approximately 1988-89. We used
some outside consultants, did a lot of work internally, and formed some conclusions
that we then shared with investors. The first part of my presentation will pertain to
that kind of historical analysis.

Every three years Blue Cross/Blue Shield is up or it's down. Over the last 25 or 30
years it seemed like the downs got worse and the ups did not improve. Most of you
have seen these numbers before, although, as John pointed out, 1992 was the year
that broke the cycle so to speak.

Our analysis went further though. We said, "OK, that's Blue Cross, but everybody
kind of trashes BlueCross because that's easy to do. The commercial sector or the
regular insurance industry couldn't be that bad." The actual results showed that they
were worse. Over roughly the same period of time, the negatives were a lot worse
and the positives were not asgood with the stock mutual carriers in the insurance
industry. So the cycle was a little more scary than we thought.

Then we went further and looked at what we called the first quartile performers. We
actually took the data and peeled out the top 25% in terms of performance; perfor-
mance, obviously in this case, being less negative and more positive. The contrast
between the high performers and everyone else is dramatic. And the relative
comparison gets better or more favorable as time goes on. We spent some time
studying these so-called first quartile performers and tried to determine what it is that
they do differently than the worst 75%.

The simple conclusion is that they were more disciplined about their pricing. One of
our conclusions from all this analysis was that the cycle is not a cost cycle. It's not
one where medical trend ends up being a lot different than anybody thought it was
going to be. It really is a pricing cycle where carders, for any number of reasons
under their control, actually go about a process of pricing below what their costs are
and giving up some of this surplus that they've accumulated in exchange for trying to
increase their market share.

It was this top 25% that were more disciplinedabout saying, "No, return on invest-
ment is more important to us than market share," and they proved it and accom-
plishedat least better financialresults. This was a important thing for us to go
through with our investorsand reach someconclusions,which I'll come back to again
later.

About 13 months ago, we went through this type of presentationwith our investors
againand spent some time specificallylookingat Blue Cross/BlueShieldon a national
basis. Table 1 is a breakdown of some of the numbers over a f'Ne-yearperiod we
went through. The underwritinggain, the projected 1992 number has actually turned
out to be slightly better than the projectionsfor the BlueCross carders,but these
projectionsare still in the ball park. You can see 1988 was the last down year of the
last three-year cycle. Then 1989, 1990, and 1991 were the positiveyears of the
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cycle. And 1992 was projected to be a positive year, ending up with about 1%
underwriting gain.

TABLE 1
Blue Cross/Blue Shield (U.S.)

Projected
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Underwriting
Gain1 -3.4% 0.3% 1.5% 1.1 % 0.5-1.1 %

Reserves
Gain - 2.1% 2.1% 3.0% 2.4% 1.8%

# Months
Reserves 1.13 1.33 1.55 1.77 1.77

1Excludes investment income

Obviously if you put 1989, 1990, 1991, and 1992 together, you would have some-
thing between 3.5-4%, which is about what 1988 was as a loss; so it took four
years to make up for one year of losses. As John mentioned earlier, underwriting
gain is one thing. You have to add investment income to that and that's what
reserve gain basically represents. Then the number of months of reserves is an
interesting number. You're all familiar with these numbers, probably more so than I
am, but one of the key variables that people look at when they evaluate Blue Cross
ability to absorb a pricing cycle is this issue of how many months of reserves there
are. Even though there were four consecutive years of positive underwriting results,
the actual number of months in reserve changed by something like two-thirds of one
month, which is an important conclusion that I'll come back to later.

We also looked at the other commercial insurers (Table 2). The data are hard to find,
but if you look at underwriting gain over a near similar period, then one conclusion
from this was that even in 1990, they hadn't yet rebounded to a positive part of the
cycle; so their negative cycle was in a fourth year. Actually, I haven't even seen all
of the 1991 data yet because it's so slow to come out, but presumably 1991 will be
at about zero or maybe slightly positive, but still not ve_ good.

TABLE 2

Top 20 Insurers

1987 1988 1989 1990

Underwriting Gain1 - 3.9% - 4.6% - 1.3% - 0.4%

1Excludesinvestmentincome

In looking at all this historical data, we formed what I'll describe as sort of three
conclusions. One, which I mentioned, is that this is a pricing cycle. It's not really a
cost cycle. Two, there were a lot of carriers in the business, and probably most
importantly, there was very little differentiation between carders with respect to what
I'll call their input costs. The claims or the medical costs that the carders were
dealing with through most of this cycle were, I guess, what I would call in simple
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terms billed charges from providers and consistent billed charges with providers across
all the carders. In that sense, you could say input costs to the carriers were a
commodity. There is little ability to differentiate on that part of their cost, and
probably the biggest component of their pricing.

Third, there is a lack of discipline on the part of some carriers, perhaps knowingly and
perhaps not, and to some degree the whole health insurance industry. It's interesting
because there's even a lack of desire or a need on the part of many carriers, evi-
denced by a lot of the nonprofit Blue Cross and the mutual insurance companies, to
have a return on investment. In that sense, a pricing environment could be different
because you don't need to accumulate reserves any more than what's necessary to
satisfy regulators. Maybe market share becomes more important on a relative basis
than if you were in an investor type of arena or environment.

Here are some of the conclusions that we went through with our investors a year
ago. Again, these are repetitive from five years ago. It's interesting. Actually, to
some degree we have been given credit for saying the cycle was going to be more
limited, shorter, smaller in about 1988 or 1989. In fact, in 1992 and 1993 the
results of that are showing through. There are still some Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans
that have solvency problems. It's not likely that they are going to start a down
underwriting pricing cycle.

As I mentioned earlier, the increase in surplus levels for the Blues, even after four or
possibly five years of gain, is so small compared to the previous three years of losses
that the surplus levels are still not anywhere near historical levels going into any
downward pricing cycle. John mentioned the favored tax status. A lot of the
favored provider contract and certainly market share of Blue Cross in many locations
is being eroded, so those are all issues that will prevent, we think, Blue Cross from
being as aggressive in down pricing cycles as they may have been historically.

VErthrespect to the commercial health insurance industry, there has actually been a
fair amount of consolidation that started to occur. Some examples of that are Lincoln
National, Allstate, Trans America, and others. You're all much more aware than I am
of investment portfolio issues property and casualty losses that tend to drag on
compared to a normal cycle there, and life insurance product changes - all those
types of things put more pressure on the health insurance earnings of the multiline
carriers which, in our opinion makes the health insurance commercial industry less
likely to go into a down pricing cycle than historically.

Probably equally or maybe more importantly, the development and emergence of a
managed care industry which, in our perspective, is what will begin to dominate in
the 1990s. It goes back to this issue that I mentioned earlier of ability to control your
input costs. I would argue that the number one future variable in the pricing cycle is
going to be how well carders can control their medical costs. There must be
differentiation between carriers' ability to control those costs. That's going to provide
different platforms than before for pricing differences to be able to show up.

I guess a subpoint is that there is a barrier to entry in the managed care market-
place. It costs money to set up effective cost-control systems, as many of the large
insurance carders have found out. In fact, that's part of the reason why some of
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them are now exiting the market. It's simply not worth investing the capital from
their perspective compared to historical returns. Most importantly, there are now
products that are distinguishable in terms of costs and therefore some carriers are
going to be better positioned to achieve and sustain margins and to avoid this so-
called pricing cycle.

We believe that whatever cycle that there is going to be is certainly going to be local,
if for no other reason than the fact that there's going to be a consolidation in the
industry and what I'd determine as input costs are going to vary by market or by
locale, whatever pdcing cycle there is will certainly be a local issue and not a national
one. Whatever cycles that there will be are going to be shorter and more shallow,
again local. Again, reserve levels of nonprofit and for-profit entities are not high and
taking losses on this type of business is just not an acceptable business practice.

John touched on a point earlier. It's probably the case that better information
systems with the remaining competitors will have some impact. Historically, the
industry has had a little bit of trouble reacting to knowing what the costs are. Some
of that is built into the issues of regulators and 12-month or longer contracts, but
some of it is just using technology to more quickly identify our cost structure. As
carders are better able to deal directly with providers over multiple time periods, their
ability to use their systems and their contracts to project costs should improve.
Certainly that's an argument that we make in our case.

In our opinion, the more efficient managed care companies are going to be the
winners. They're going to produce better financial results. There will be further
industry consolidation and dramatic increases in the market share of those that are
more effective at controlling and managing health care costs will occur.

One conclusion is this issue of differentiation in costs, the effect of what I would call

managed care. Two is the pricing, and therefore, the cycles will be more local.
Three, there will be fewer players. There will be more consolidation in the industry.
Four, the players that are left will be more disciplined in their pricing. Five - which is
related to those others - is that because of this consolidation, the players that are
going to be left either will need a retum on investment because they're for-profit
entities, or if they're nonprofit entities, they have less relative surplus than they had
previously, and so there's not as much ability to lead a new pricing cycle.

That's sort of the heart of the presentation. To give you a flavor of what it is that
we've talked about with our investors, the three-year up/down cycle is broken.
We've emphasized very strongly with our investors this whole issue of being disci-
plined about our pricing. United Health Care practices discipline. We're positioned
well in terms of managing our costs for continuous profit and growth.

These are points that we've made with our investors for each of the last five years.
We focus our day-to-day business on making sure that we make money.

Controlling medical coats is our number one priority. Pricing for an 85% or better
medical loss ratio is a high priority. All of our incentive compensation programs
reward profit and not just growth. Our real incentives are to achieve both. We have
a management structure that supports pricing discipline as opposed to the top 25%.
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What was common practice throughout a lot of this historical cycle with a lot of
carders was to have sort of dispersed pricing authority - lots of autonomy either with
a local manager of some kind or a sales office. Our belief is that that's not a good
way to discipline your pricing. Having it done in one centralized financial function is
the best way to support the discipline,and that's the way United Health Care is
organized.

The pricing is a financialfunc_on. It's controlledby our underwritingdepartment.
Our seniormanagement conductsmonthly reviews of the resultsand the trends and
gives guidanceand support to continue that process. Again, we feel our company is
positionedvery well for growth because of our cost controls and becauseof the fact
that industry consolidationis occurring.

FROM THE FLOOR: You talked about pricingdiscipline. Would you comment about
the tendency toward renewal caps in the health maintenanceorganizationarena fight
now and what your positionis on that?

MR. MOONEY: I'rn going to assume that was directed toward me. I guess I can
speak for United Health Care. I can't speak for the rest of the HMO industry. It
certainly appearsto be the case that there are many cardersor some cardersfight
now that are quoting, on some form of risk basis,two- or three- or four-yeartypes of
contracts. How can they do that? Speakingfrom United Health Care'sperspective,
we have done some two- or three-year deals, but they have tended to be with
increasesin the secondor third year that are in line with what we expect our medical
cost trends will be.

We feel that that's appropriate, particularlyfor a two-year basis. Usuallywhen you
write a new group, you're willingto assume that in that first two-year period you've
done a good job of estimatingwhat the costs are going to be anyway. I can't speak
for the rest of the industryas far as three- or four- or five-year dealsthat I hear about.
As an outside observer, I would suggest that perhapsthey're not beingvery disci-
plinedabout their pricing;they are perhaps being more market-shareorientedas
opposed to return-on-investmentoriented. I certainly don't believe any of them know
what their costs are going to be three or four or five years from now.

MR. ROBERT C. BENEDICT: New York State has community rating and open
enrollmenteffective April 1, 1993 for small group and individuals. The Clinton plan
speaks about similarthings. Specifically with reference to open enrollment, were it to
be mandated on a federal or state basis,how would your corporationwork?
Assuming you now do some underwriting, how would you see the transitionto a
nationwide open enrollmentenvironment influencingyour profit marginsand your
attempts to maintain profitability in your investment approach?

MR. MOONEY: Again, I guessI would give sort of a two-part answer. You've
touched on an interesting questionnot only from the regulator perspective, but also
from an investorperspective;right now probablythe big concern of the investment
community with respect to for-profrtmanaged care companiesis whether our margins
will go down because of any health care reform efforts. We've told them we believe
that managed care marginson a basis of a percentage of premium probably are at a
relative all-timehighand that they probably will come down some. We believe that
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from an investor perspective, they will be more than offset by the market share gains
that will occur.

I guess to directlyanswer your question, it variesby state whether United Health
Care practicescommunity rating or open enrollment. It is based on what the rulesare
in any given state. We're very comfortable with respectto small group, which seems
to be the real focus with respect to the uninsuredor a lot of people not having
coverage availableor being excluded in someway. We're very comfortablewith
NationalAssociationof InsuranceCommissioners(NAIC) model regulationtypes of
environments.

In fact, before and sincethe NAIC came into existence, we've essentiallycomplied
with allof what's inthere. I assumethat most of you are familiarwith thingslike
keepingthe rate increaseswithin certain limits between groups, not excluding
individualsfor preexistingconditionsor for any other reasons. Those are issueswith
which United Health Care has always been in compliance.

What goes further than that are the issuesof guaranteeissue or total community
rating. In the states we are in, we have not had to go to that extreme so far. Our
positionis that if we have to becausethat's what the legislationrequires,it won't be
a problem for us; from a relative positioningperspective,we're in a much
better position with respectto managing costs than virtually any of our competition. I
guess our perspective is some of those strongcontrolsmay or may not be necessary.

We believe a lot of just adopting NAIC model regulationswill potentiallyachievea lot
of the reforms that are needed short of mandatingemployer coverage, which would
change the rules a lot. In any environmentthat's created, we feel like we're going to
be very successfulbecause we want to focus on who manages health care costs
well and puts together the best overallpackagefor the consumer, not who can
eliminate some risk elementsbetter than somebody else. I don't know if that
answers your question or not.

In that kind of environment, we think that some managed care companiesmay make
lessmoney as a percentof premium. Again, we think we'll add much more member-
ship that will more than make up for lesserprof, s asa percentage.

MR. BENEDICT: I guess I could ask a corollaryquestion. Do you see a radicalshift,
a slightshift, or no shift in your marketing and underwritingpracticeswere this type
of brave new world to evolve?

MR. MOONEY: Again, under NAIC-type changes, I would suggestthat marketing
wouldn't change as much, but undermore dramaticchanges -

MR. BENEDICT: Excuseme. I'm not talking about NAIC.

MR. MOONEY: I understandthat, but I'm trying to draw a distinction. I do believe
NAIC does accomplisha lot of the reformsthat are needed. I'm afraid that's been
overlookedin some cases. To kindof go to the otherextreme - and I would
describethe extreme as mandating employersto cover everybody, and then, mandat-
ing community rate and guaranteedissue- it probablydoes create a different
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environment, particularlyin so-calledhealth insurancepurchasingcooperatives(HIPCs)
or accountableheal_ plan type of environment.

It probablydoes changemarketing and underwritingdramaticallyfor the industry and I
would suggest that we don't reallyknow exactly what that meansyet because it's
still too eady, but we do know it means who controlsmedical costs the best is going
to be important.
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